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This is a must have reference book for TV and Film Professionals, Screenwriters, and others
interested in crime scene investigation procedures and Forensic Science. Decades of law
enforcement techniques are covered along with some of the most interesting aspects of
Forensic Science.

About the AuthorJulián Castro is an American Democratic politician who served as the 16th
United States Secretary of Housing and Urban Development under President Barack Obama
from 2014 to 2017. Castro served as the mayor of San Antonio, Texas from 2009 to 2014 and
was selected at the keynote speaker at the 2012 Democratic Convention. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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INTRODUCTIONWhile establishing a distinguished Law Enforcement career with the U.S.
Secret Service, I began teaching Forensic Science and crime scene investigations to University
Students. Hence, with nearly twenty years of teaching Forensic Science, I’m still amazed at the
excited interest student’s display in learning the intersection of criminal investigations and
science. But I understand why, as some of the most famous crimes in history have been solved
by good investigators of many disciplines.Just consider crimes like serial killer Ted Bundy who
was caught as fibers in the victims clothing matched that found in his van. Similarly, Wayne
Williams in Atlanta was convicted over missing children when a great amount of different fibers
on victims matched his environment. And there was also Richard Ramirez aka ‘The Night
Stalker.” He was captured when investigators retrieved Ramirez from a crime scene and
matched it to a national data base.There is no doubt the world of crime scene investigations is
an interesting area especially for viewers of film, television, and writing.Accordingly, the book
Crime Scene Investigations for Film and TV Professionals was written to provide readers with a
glimpse into a fascinating world. Whether you are in development of a television show, film, or
writing project; this book provides the knowledge you need to professionalize your



project.Chapters are easily written and structured to grasp methodology, terminology, and
procedures of law enforcement personnel and those professionals related to crime scene
processing. You will find material is bold print which indicates important terms in the field and
which makes for great reference material.Afterwards, don’t forget the great glossary at the rear
of the book as there terminology, descriptions, and concepts enhance the materials found in the
chapters.

CHAPTER ONE Crime Scene PersonnelThe success of a crime scene investigation involves
many people and skill sets. Some skills are highly specialized and some considered even
unique. This first chapter looks at personnel and skills that are common to criminal
investigations.They are:Anthropologist – Forensic Anthropologists analyze human remains to
determine the age, sex, ancestry, and skeleton of a crime victim.Blood Pattern Analyst - Blood
Pattern Analysts' collects and analyze blood to determine the type of weapon used, directions of
travel, and number of wounds.Bomb Technician- Bomb Technicians are highly trained personnel
who inspect, deactivate, and remove explosive devises.Criminalist- A Criminalist is a specialist
that collects and examines physical evidence found at a crime scene.Forensic Engineer-
Forensic Engineers investigate materials, products, and structures to determine the cause of
failure or failure to operate as intended.Entomologist - Forensic entomologists are scientists who
assist in criminal investigation by analyzing insects and arthropods to estimate time and location
of death.Medical Examiner - Medical examiners, also referred to as forensic pathologists, are
medical doctors who perform autopsies and other investigations to determine a cause of
death.Odontologist – Forensic Odontologists are dentists who assist criminal investigations by
identifying unknown remains and the source of bite mark injuries.The Investigator’s
ToolboxOften, an experienced craftsman will tell you that the “proper tools” make all the
difference. Similarly, crime scene search personnel benefit greatly from having a well stocked
toolbox. Below are some of the things you will find.Bindle paperBiohazard bagsBody fluid
collection kitCamera (35mm)Casting materialsChalkConsent search formsCrime scene
barricade tapeCutting instrumentsDirectional compassDisinfectantEntomology (insect)
collection kitCollection containersEvidence seals/tapeFirst-aid kitFlashlight/ extra
batteriesFlaresForensic light source, i.e. UV lamp/laser, googlesGeneratorGunshot residue
kitHigh Intensity lightsLaser trajectory kitLatent print kitMagnifying glassMapsMarking paint/
snow waxMeasuring devicesMetal detectorMirrorPersonal protective equipment
(PPE)Photographic scale (ruler)Presumptive blood testPrivacy screensProtrusion rod
setReflective vestRefrigeration or cooling unitRespirators with filtersRoll of stringRubber
bandsSexual assault kitShoe print lifting equipmentThermometerTraffic conesTrajectory
rodsVideo recorderSketch paperTweezers/forcepsSearch for evidenceWhen crime scene
personnel launch an investigation one of the things they seek is evidence. But know that
evidence can mean different things. Hence, consider this about evidence.Evidence is divided
into two types: (1) Testimonial evidence, and (2) real evidence. Often times, real evidence is



related to as physical evidence. Hence the term real or physical evidence.As one can imagine,
testimonial evidence is that which is made under oath and in statement form. Simply, it is that
which is spoken. Whereas physical evidence is determined by size, shape, or dimensions as
typically it can be touched, held, or smelled.Physical evidence is good evidence as it capable of
many things. Most common are:• Establish identity of a victim and those associated with a
crime.• Support testimony of victim• May be more reliable than eyewitness testimony• May
exonerate the innocent• May encourage admissions of guilt• Jurors anticipate evaluating
physical evidence•   Absence of physical evidence supports a defense

CHAPTER TWO The Human BodyIntroductionThe intersection of medicine and crime is truly
fascinating. This chapter is designed to raise awareness to common medical issues presented
during criminal investigations.Facts of the Human BodyStarting with the basic foundation; in
studying the human skeleton, you will learn that it is comprised of approximately 206 bones.
That is basic bones. There are some very small bones that’s not included in the basic skeletal
bone count.Also, in n terms of development; it takes approximately twenty (20) years or more
before the human body fully develop, and there are distinct differences between skeletal parts of
male and female.Notably, the pelvis is different for males and females as the female pelvis area
is wider. Naturally, this distinct difference in skeletal development assists women in child birth
and delivery. Other gender differences include larger and heavier density bones for males
versus females.Accordingly, the female has a wider breastbone than males, and the female wrist
is much slimmer than a male.In terms of make-up and functionality, the human skeleton is
supported by other materials such as ligaments, tendons, muscles, and cartilage. All these
materials help with movement and other things vital to human life.Further, the skeleton has a
protective function as it protects physical protection to organs such as the brains, lungs, and
heart.The biggest bone in the body is the femur which is found in the upper leg and the smallest
bone is in the middle ear. This is called the stapes bone and a developed human body
comprises of approximately 14 percent of its body weight and half of that weight is
water.Common Skeleton BonesTypical wounds find in Victims of CrimeAbrasions: An abrasion
is damage to the skin. It’s considered a wound that has not gone deeper than the epidermis.
They do not bleed nor scar. Another type of abrasion is a mild abrasion. They are considered
lacerations. Lacerations are abrasions that produce light bleeding and will form scar tissue. The
most severe abrasion goes beyond the epidermis and other layers of the skin. This type of
abrasion is called an “Avulsion.” Typically, abrasions occur when skin comes into contact with
something rough and moving.
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Kelly, “A TRUE CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION BIBLE!. I am currently working on a book
series that involves crime scenes and law enforcement. I originally got this book for free as part if
my Kindle prime account, but after reading it i returned it then turned around and purchased it
just to make sure it stayed on my kindle.I find this book to be beyond perfect. I even showed this
to my husband, who is a cop and he liked the book as well. This is a MUST HAVE for any author
who writes about crime.”

1avidreader, “An ideal tool for film and tv professionals. Intriguing and fascinating.. The author
has remarkable acumen in forensic science. He provides film and TV professionals a reference
with scientific certainty in character and story development. This is definitely a must read and
guide for writers, directors and producers.”

The book by Lynn E. Frederiksen has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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